ACROSS
1. One leading you down the aisle
6. Japanese noodles
10. Relaxed strut
14. Supermodel Hilary
15. Numbers on the books?
16. Kind of air filter
17. Blondie's view from within?
19. Hacker's cry
20. Closed off
21. Gas or elec.
22. Ballsy solver's solving technique
23. Elf's orgasms?
27. Rapa ___
28. Tomboy Pataki of "Hey Arnold!"
31. Cost of a server system?
37. Prior to, in poems
38. Sunlight and smoking
39. Country duo ___ + Shay
40. Transmit an image of a thumb?
43. Feature made by glaciers
45. Peet's container
46. Guesstimate that tells you roughly when in-flight entertainment is shut off: Abbr.
47. Dessert that makes you itchy?
54. Temperature numbers
55. Wild west lawman Wyatt
56. Actor Cumming
59. Showy bloom
60. Endless booty?
62. Jeans man Strauss
63. Bit of this, bit of that
64. Native Kiwi
65. Brainstorm session output
66. Actor Noah
67. Squelch

DOWN
1. Cities, slangily
2. Mid-east tyrant
3. Utter rotgut
4. Changing your story?
5. Did a 5K
6. :54
7. "Hamlet" courtier
8. Hoops
9. "Pick one"
10. Where magicians pull things from, seemingly
11. Dance version of a song
12. Write an editorial
13. Deliberately loses
18. Wizard
22. "Shut that alarm off!"
24. "I'm off," in texts
25. "Devil Inside" band
28. Playboy's name
29. Pitcher's stat
30. Superman villain Luthor
31. Boot from Australia
32. Maiden name clarifier
33. "As-is" letters
34. Marrying words
35. Roller coaster component
36. Conclusion
38. Paris mayor Hidalgo
39. Dark reddish-purple
42. Really bothers
43. Pre-Dropbox uploading protocol
44. Cesta sport
46. New product event
47. Dish measured in alarms
48. On staff
49. "You stumped me"
50. NHL legend Cam
51. Antidepressant drug
52. "Friend ___?"
53. Poet T.S.
57. Do that's hard to wear a cap with
58. German rejection
60. Toss around the farm
61. Hotel units: Abbr.
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